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BIOLA HOUR HIGHLIGHTS 
ISSUE NO. 9 
FEATURING AUGUST MESSAGES 
A Christian Says, "Thank You" 
by Rev. Gerald Griffiths 
At a great dinner scene, the center of attention was Jesus Christ. Hearing that He was 
there, a woman headed for the heme of Simon. There she saw Jesus and the other guests 
reel ining at the table. The woman probably wasn't noticed at first. People could wander 
in and out without anyone giving much thought to it. When the woman stood looking at 
the Lord, she openly wept with her tears falling on the feet of the Saviour. In a 
motion of deep humility she began to wash His feet using the locks of her hair to wipe 
them. 
Simon was shocked at the event taking place in his home. He wasn't sure what to do when 
the woman kissed the feet of Christ again and again. This was a simple expression of 
her gratitude to Him. Then she opened a flask of perfume and annointed the Saviour's 
/ feet. While Simon was disgusted with her, he was utterly disi I lusioned about Christ 
whom he had thought a prophet. He should have known what kind of woman she was. Why 
did He let her carry on this way? Of course, the Lord did know her background, as wel I 
as what was going on in Simon's mind. He explained the situation by tel I ing a story. 
Two men owed money to a creditor. One would have had to work 50 days to cover the 
amount. The other would have taken al I he could make in 500 days to pay his bi I I. Both 
were penniless but both had their debts entirely cancel led by the creditor. Christ 
asked Simon, "Which of the two was more grateful?" Simon gave a very logical answer for 
the one whose bi I I was the largest was more thri I led. Then, looking at the woman, the 
Lord pointed to the woman and observed, "I came here as a guest, but you didn't supply 
water for my feet. Yet this woman has wet my feet with her tears and has wiped them 
with her hair. You gave me no kiss of greeting, but she hasn't stopped kissing my feet 
since I came. You didn't have oi I to annoint my head, but she has annointed my feet 
with expensive perfume. Al I of this is a sign of her gratitude proving that her many 
sins have been forgiven." The others present were flabergasted. How could any man 
forgive sins? Our Lord assured the woman once more, "Your faith has saved you. Go in 
peace." 
How interesting that the woman's gratitude proved the forgiveness of sins. For al I of 
us, our sins are many in God's eyes. Our profession may be honorable, and we may conduct 
our business honestly, but God sees us as sinners. We have broken His law by our anger , 
envy, pride and bitterness. Our thoughts have been impure. We have failed to love our 
neighbors, failed to show compassion, failed to lend a helping hand. Most of al I we 
have failed to love God and worship Him. What men think of us doesn't matter. Before 
God we al I are guilty and sinners. 
Alexander White, a great preacher in Edinburgh, Scotland, once at an open air meeting 
£aid that he had come to announce a name of the biggest sinner in the city. After a 
pause, he gave his name, Alexander White. And he believed it. It's not surprising. 
Those who know God, who have seen His glory, His purity, His perfect love in Jesus Christ, 
know that they don't measure up. Paul knew this and he cal led himself "the chief of 
sinners." We must a 11 see ourse Ives as God sees us, and as the woman saw herse If, a 
sinner needing the Saviour. Evidently she had met the Lord Jesus before, and He had 
assured her that her sins were forgiven. Hearing where He was, she couldn't miss the 
chance to come and thank Him once more. This is also what every true Christian wi I I do. 
How can you tel I if a person is truly saved? He wi I I never miss an opportunity to say 
"thank you" to his Saviour for salvation. 
We who know we fal I far short of God's standard, who shrink in our state of sin from the 
presence of a Holy God, can have confidence in the fact that we are accepted by Him. He 
credits us with a righteousness of His Son. Notice how this woman expresses her grati-
tude. She couldn't contain her emotions. She dried His feet with her hair. People 
aren't afraid to express their emotions today. They go mad over sports, over footbal I 
and hockey. If these delusions are worthy of men's emotions, how much more is Christ? 
Is there no place for tears of sorrow over sin, and of joy for our salvation? Should 
not our hearts be thri I led at the very name of the Lord Jesus and with every thought of 
His love and grace? Our worship should reflect our feelings of thankfulness. 
There is on record the tapes of a prisoner acquitted of a capital offense. He kissed 
the feet of his lawyer, recognizing that he owed his I ife to him. When this woman 
kissed the feet of the Lord Jesus, she was expressing her gratitude by a symbolic act. 
Likewise, there are symbolic acts by which we may express our thanks. One is baptism. 
Another is the Lord's Table. We take the bread and give thanks. We drink the cup and 
give thanks. It is the duty of every Christian to be present at the Lord's table for 
this reason. It is the divinely appointed way to say "thank you" to our Lord for loving 
us and giving Himself for us. 
This woman also brought her costly gift of perfume. We Christians must also make a 
sacrifice in response to Christ's love and God's mercy <Romans 12:1). C. T. Studd was 
an extremely wealthy young man in Cambridge when he heard the Gospel message. He signed 
away his vast fortune to go as a missionary to China. These were his words, "If Jesus 
Christ is God, and He died for me, then no sacrifice can be too great for me to make 
for Him." Everything we do shou.ld be our "thank you" to Christ for our great salvation. 
Martyred Betty Stam's commitment must be yours and mine. She said, "Lord, I give up al I 
my plans and purposes, al I my desires and hopes, and accept Your wi I I for my I ife. I 
give myself, my I ife, my al I utterly to You and be Yours for-ever. Fi 11 me with Your 
Holy Spirit. Use me as You wi I I, work out Your whole wi I I in my I ife at any cost, now 
and forever!" 
After His resurrection the Lord Jesus said to His disciples, "These are the words which 
I spake unto you, while I was yet with you, that al I things must be fulfi I led, which 
were wr-itten in the Law of Moses and in the prophets, and in the Psalms, concerning me." 
(Luke 24:44). It is exciting to consider the amazing prophecies fulfi I led in Jesus 
Christ. 
The Old Testament contains over 300 prophecies concerning the first coming of the Messiah. 
Al I of these have come to pass with complete accuracy. 
God made the first prophecy immediately after Adam fel I. He said to satan, "And I wi 11 
put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shal I 
bruise they head, and thou shalt bruise his heel" (Genesis 3:15).·_ Here the promise was 
that the Saviour would be born of a woman. He Himself would receive a serious, but not 
a totally fatal wound. This prophecy was fulfi I led when Jesus Christ was born of Mary 
and died on the cross. At this point He won a decisive victory O"er the devi I which wi 11 
be consummated at His second coming. Next, God promised the Messiah would be born of the 
seed of Abraham and would be a Jew. Abraham was told, "And in thy seed shal I al I the 
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nations of the earth be blessed" (Genesis 22: 18). The speci fie tribe was to be Judah 
(Genesis 49:10). He was also to be of the seed of David (Psalm 132:1 I). Christ's 
family tree on the side of His legal father is recorded in Matthew I while His mother's 
side is found in Luke 3. 
God also revealed to the prophet Daniel the time of the Messiah's coming. This occurred 
700 years befo re the event. Micah forecast that Chr ist would be born in Bethlehem (5:2). 
The fulfi I lment is recorded in Matthew 2:1. The miracle of the virgin conception was 
told by Isaiah 700 years before the event (Isaiah 7:14). The New Testament quotation in 
Matthew I :23 uses a Greek word which, in the context , could mean nothing else but 
"V i rg i n • " 
Again the ministry of the Messiah was predicted in some deta i I in the Old Testament . 
His death was fore to ld in remarkab le detai I. He was to be hated wi thout cause . He was 
to be rejected by the rulers. He was to be betrayed by a friend . He was to be forsaken 
by His fol lowers. He was to be so ld for 30 pieces of s i Iver. The money was to be used 
to buy the potter ' s field. He was t o be smitten on the cheek, spit upon, moc ked and 
beaten . His death by crucifixion was pred icted in some deta i I and recorded in Psalm 22. 
His death fo r our si ns is explained in Isaiah 53 . Yet, not a bone of ~is body would be 
broken (Psalm 34 :20). He was to suffe r thirst and be given vi negar to dr ink (Psalm 
69:21). He died between two malefactors on the cross. His body was not to see 
corruption (Psalm 16:10). He arose from the dead and ascended to the right hand of God 
( Psa Im 68: 18, I I 0: I ) • 
This is not mentioning many others of t he Old Testament prophecies. These are a few to 
show how these precise predictions were completely fu l fi I led in and through Jesus Christ. 
This certainly reve als that the Bib le is a supernatural Book . The probabi I ity that al I 
of these things would just happen reaches an unbe lievab le record. Using the principle 
of probabi I ity only eight prophecies f rom the Ol d Testament concernin g Jesus Christ were 
anali zed. When the estimates were multiplied, the fina l chance of a l I eight being 
fulfi I led in one Man were total led at I in 10 t o the power of 32. That means one fol low-
ed by 32 zeros. Who can conceive of a fig ure of one pl us 32 zeros? That means bi I I ions, 
an d bi 1 1 ions, and bi 11 ions, and bi 11 ions, and bi 11 ion s! Someone has tried to pu t i t 
I ike this. Just imag ine there a re two bi 11 ion st a rs i n the Milky Way. On each of these 
stars there are four b i I I ion people. That wi I I give you some idea of t he kind of fig-
ures we are th inking about . These predi cti ons could not have happened by accident o r 
by c~ance. These are not ~ague predictions capable of seve ral fulfi I lments . The y are 
precise a~d exact . There 1s on ly one source of this power to foretel I the future with 
such amaz 1 ng accuracy. It i s the mind of the a I I -know ing God Hi mse If to whom past 
present and futu~e are present a l I the time. He alone knows the end from t he b eg i~ni ng ~~d.has cause~ hi sto ry to be prewr itten in the Bible. The Scr ip tures are supernatural , 
e1r author 1s God, by the Holy Spi r i t . • 
We must also realize th at these fu lfi I led prophecies po int to the fact that al I the work 
of Jesus Christ, the Saviour of the world, has been already reckoned. Prophecy covers 
al I God' s plan of salvation. Th e Bibl e not only speaks of the first coming of Jesus 
but also of Hi s second coming. He wi I I come again to glorify Hi s Church and to give to 
His people t heir res urrection bodies. He wi I I come aga i n t o set up His kingdom, ruling 
and reigning on this earth, establishing His kingdom of pe ace . He wi I I come aga in t o 
execute judgment, casting out al I who reject Him. He wi I I destroy satan and his dngels. 
God ' s creati ve work is expected to reach its master piece. He wi I I create the new 
heavens and the new earth in which there wi I I be no sin, no corrupt ion, and no war. 
As k yourself thi s question, "If God could predict with such accuracy the events 
concerning the first coming of the Lord Jesus, sure ly He can pred ict wi th equal accuracy 
Hi s second com in g." We are not resting our hopes on an y human guess or speculation: 
Our conf idence i s base d on the revealed Word of God. Yo u could not have a more rel 1able 
basis for your faith than this. "Forever, 0 Lo r d, Thy Word i s settled in heaven." 
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History has been prewritten. Everything to do with God's great plan of salvation is 
here in the Scriptures. Believe it, rejoice in it, and live every day as if the Lord 
might come back today. Don't I ive for the things of this passing world with its false 
values, but I ive for al I eternity. The Bible tel Is us plainly where we are going to 
spend eternity (John 3:36). God's Word promises that if you turn to the Lord Jesus 
Christ, asking Him to save you, He wi 11 give you eternal I ife. This is His promise, and 
His promise must be fulfilled. "Whosoever will call on the name of the Lord shall be 
saved." You can re I y on every promise that He makes! Every prophecy and every promise 
concerning Jesus Christ must come to pass. 
Rev. Griffiths is a conference 
speaker and author from Edinburgh, Scotland. 
Biola College 
La Mirada, California 
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BIOLA HOUR HIGHLIGHTS 
ISSUE NO. 9 
FEATURING AUGUST MESSAGES 
The Four Suppers of the New Testament 
by Dr. Al Sanders 
It would be impossible to fully convey how much the ministry and fellowship of Dr. Louis 
T. Talbot has meant through the years. Were it not for Dr. Talbot, humanly speaking, 
Biol a would not have a radio ministry today. I vividly recal I at one service how he 
so graphically portrayed the four suppers I isted in the New Testament. He explained, 
"If a person goes to the first supper, he wi 11 also go to the second, and wi 11 definitely 
be at the third, but positively not be at the fourth." Then he showed the opposite. He 
pointed out, "If you don't go to the first supper, while you actually may go to the 
second, you certainly won't be at the third, but you could wel I be at the fourth." Now, 
on the surface that sounded confusing, but in the reasoning which Dr. Talbot has pre-
sented over the years from Scripture, it makes very good sense. 
In this series we want to consider the four specific suppers I isted for us in the New 
Testament. The first is the supper of salvation, i I lustrated in Luke 14: 16-24. The 
second is the Lord's Supper which is not only given to us in the Gospels but also in 
I Corinthians. Believers and unbelievers can often go to this fellowship, although it 
is specifically for the born-again. The third is the supper of the Lamb of God which 
is spoken of in Revelation 19:7-9. Only those who know Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour 
wilt take part in this wonderful occasion. And finally, the supper of the Great God 
which is given to us in such Old Testament passages as Ezekiel, Isaiah, and Jeremiah in 
addition to the book of Revelation. 
One of the marvelous things about Scripture is to realize that God uses ordinary 
activities of individuals to convey important spiritual truth. What could be more 
natural than eating? The first supper, recorded in Luke 14:16-24 is a parable given by 
Jesus concerning salvation. Simply defined, a parable is an earthly story which has a 
heavenly meaning. Notice in verse 16 the Lord said, "A certain man made a great supper 
and bade many." The certain man is none other than God. Salvation originated with the 
Lord. Redemption and eternal I ife were offered to the Jewish people, but Israel turned 
God's only begotten Son aside. 
Notice, "He bade many and sent his servant at suppertime to say to them that were bidden, 
'Come, for al I things are now ready!' And they al I with one consent began to make 
excuse. The first said unto him, I have bought a piece of ground, and I must needs go 
and see it: I pray thee have me excused. And another said, I have bought five yoke of 
oxen, and I go to prove them: I pray thee have me excused. And another said, I have 
married a wife, and therefore I cannot come. So that servant came, and shewed his lord 
these things. Then the master of the house being angry said to his servant, Go out 
quickly into the streets and lanes of the city, and bring in hither the poor, and the 
maimed, and the halt, and the bl ind. And the servant said, Lord, it is done as thou 
hast commanded, and yet there is room. And the lord said unto the servant,.Go out into 
the highways and hedges, and compel them to come in, that my house may be f1 I led. For 
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I say unto you, That none of those men which were bidden shal I taste of my supper." We 
should indicate here that the word for "lord" such as in verse 23 is in lower case; that 
i s , it does not refer directly to God. 
I f you've been to a restaurant recently you probably have been amazed to see how pr ices 
have gone up. But this great supper which God has referred to in the person of His Son, 
Jesus Christ, cost our heavenly Father everything. Have you eve r stopped to rea l ize 
how interesting it is that the only time God speaks of man as being "great" is when He 
re fers to our sins? Although it may not bui Id our ego a great deal, the truth is, in 
t he sight of God, man's greatness can only be fully measured in the area of his in iq uity. 
Thi s is the precise reason why the supper had to be great. 
Verse 17 tel Is us these people were bidden to come. I was in the Bureau of Engraving 
in Washington D.C. a short time ago and I saw there the invitations printed up for the 
President as he and his wife were inviting people to come to certain functions at the 
Wh i te House. They were very elaborate and handsomely engraved. In Old and New 
Testament times, it was the custom to issue invitations far in advance with fol low-up 
information. You remember that the prophets announced Christ's coming wel I in advance. 
John I: I I tel Is us He came unto His own, but His own received Him not. Romans I I :25 
declares, "Blindness in part has happened to Israel unti I the fulness of the Gentiles 
be come in." Al I things, however, are now ready. This great supper the Lord has 
ordained, al lows for no last-minute preparations. It's certainly not a case of someone 
j ust throwing an extra bean in the pot, or of pul I ing out a few more TV dinners, or 
m1x 1ng up a I ittle minute rice or some other instant commodity. Th is was a dinner, a 
supper that was ready immediately. 
The sad part of this entire story is the excuses given. The first is, "I can't come to 
your dinner because I bought a piece of ground and I have to go see it." That's a 
la ughable reason if there ever was one. It clearly indicates this is simply an e xcuse. 
Who, in his right mind, would ever think of buying a piece of property anywhere 
with out first of al I taking a look at it? There are many false advertis i ng schemes 
t hat have sought to sel I timber land in the heart of the Oregon forests, or swampland 
in the tidal basins of Florida to unsuspecting people in other areas of the country. 
How foolish to make a purchase without knowing what you bought. This was simply an 
excuse . And this man represents the many who have made possessions their love and goal 
in I i fe. 
In verse 19, the second excuse is, "I have bought five yoke of oxen and I go to prove 
them." This reminds me of those who are so busy in activities of this world that they 
have no time for thoughts of heaven. No area of commerce wi I I enter into t hat blessed 
celestial city. Only that which has been redeemed by the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ 
w i I I a p pea r i n g I o ry • 
Now, the first man had possessions as his love; the second had business as his total 
occu pat ion. The third is e ve n more in teresting. 
Not ice i n verse 20 this person seeks to excuse himself by saying, "I have married a 
wife and t herefore I cannot come." What a s haky marriage that must have been ! Alth ough 
it's been more than 26 years s ince my wife and I were marr ie d, as a result of ha vi ng 
met here at Biol a, I can sti I I remember t hose days that were very, very lean. Had we 
been e xtended an invitation to go to any kind of a meal, much less what ' s described here 
as a great supper, you can be sure we wou Id have been there. It cou Id have saved on our 
food b i I I tremendousl y. The passage, however, remi nds me of the many today who are 
marri ed to t he th i ngs of this world. 
S ince these people ha ve wi I lful ly tu rned their backs on the gre at s upper of redempt ion 
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which God has provided, the order is given to the servant, "Go out quickly into the 
streets and lanes of the city, and bring hither the poor, the maimed, and the halt, and 
the blind." The hour is late, the great supper is about ready to begin. Notice the 
poor, the maimed, the halt and the bl ind. What a gathering that must have been! Would 
you want to sit down in the company of people I ike these? It's not a very pretty 
situation or society to contemplate. We'd probably never have invited any one of this 
type, but do you know, I definitely see myse ·l f ,.among these folks. I see al I of humanity 
as a part of this picture. He who is rich for our sakes became poor that we through 
His poverty might be rich. The man without physical vision who had been made whole 
testified, "Once I was blind but now I can see!" We cannot walk uprightly by ourselves 
without the holding or staying power of the Holy Spirit. 
Then in verse 22 the great supper is about to take place but the servant reports, "Yet, 
there is room!" Do you realize what wonderful news that message is? I wonder, do you 
have a wayward son or daughter who doesn't know the Lord? Is there an individual among 
your loved ones who has never entered into the vei I of salvation? Listen to those 
words. They are four of the most beautiful to be found in al I of Scripture. "Yet 
there is room." You see, God is not wi 11 ing that any should perish, 11 Peter 3:9 tel Is 
us. And some day, we believe that hour is going to be very soon, these words can no 
longer be spoken, "Yet there is room." If you've never trusted Christ, consider the 
fact that there is room for you at the cro.s.s.. God wants you, ind i vi dua 11 y, to come to 
the great supperwh i ch He has so carefully prepared. 
The second of the four suppers of the New Testament is the Lord's Supper. It was some 
months ago that I slipped into a church in Dal las, Texas. They were having an impress-
ive baptismal service before the actual evening meeting began, and it looked I ike it 
was going to be a rather ful I time of fellowship for the communion table was al I set. 
A woman and her friend slipped in behind me and as they surveyed the situation the one 
said to her friend, "Oh, look at that, it's communion Sunday. Wouldn't you know it 
would have to come on a night when I wanted to get home early." The commemoration of 
the Lord's death, burial and resurrection isn't something we should enter into by force, 
ritual, or begrudging the time for the involvement. It's something that we do, as 
Christ said, "In remembrance of me." On Independence Day it is traditional that fire 
crackers are shot off. On Thanksgiving Day it is traditional that the family has a 
turkey. On Christmas Day it's traditional, in most homes at least, that gifts are 
exchanged with one another. These things are al I memorials. What can we as God's 
children do in order to show forth the Lord's death? The purpose of the Lord's Supper 
is to say to the world that we believe in the death, burial and resurrection of Jesus 
Christ. 
In our opening remark, we said, "If you go to the first great supper of the Lord, you 
.!!@l. go to the second." And it's true, if you don't go to the first supper you~ sti 11 
go to the second because you have to be your own judge. Anyone may come to the Lord's 
table in this I ife. The u ltimate purpose is rather a means of bringing to memory what 
Christ has done on our behalf. 
Why then such a strange menu of flesh and blood? First of al I, the aspect of flesh is 
to remind us that in Christ th ere was no s in. The blood testifies what is taught in 
Leviticus 17: 11, "the I ife of the flesh is in the b lood . " Never forget that al 1-
important truth, "for without the shedding of blood is no remission of sins." In 
Scripture, the Lord's Supper is referred to as the "new covenant." God has made more 
than 3,000 promises to man in His Word. The best part is, He has kept and He wi I I keep 
every single one of them. But this new covenant fulfi I Is His al I-important reminder to 
us, "If I go away, I wi 11 come again." So you see, we are to partake of the Lord's 
Supper unti I He comes. Every time you go to the Lord's table to partake of the 
elements you are expressing a confident testimony that you believe Jesus Christ is 
coming again. 
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To prepare supper for friends and loved ones you wi I I probably go to your local 
supermarket. But for this supper, the second supper spoken of in the New Testament, God 
went to Calvary. So, the first supper is the supper of salvation, the great supper of 
God. The second supper is the Lord's Supper, the supper of communion and fellowship. 
Now, the third supper of the New Testament is the supper of the Lamb of God. And for 
this we would suggest you turn to Revelation 19:7-9. In this chapter we actually have 
two suppers spoken of. One is the supper of the Lamb of God and the other is the 
supper of the great God, expressed in verse 17. Don't get confused. The two are 
entirely different. In this section we find the voice (verse six) of a great multitude. 
You know, we have a tendency to forget that amid the energy crisis, amid the talks of 
recession and depression, with unemployment as a veiled threat hanging over our heads 
so often and inflation absolutely out of sight, God is sti I I on the throne! We who 
name the name of Jesus Christ and know and love Him as Saviour are the only ones in this 
world who have just cause to be optimists. After al I, satan is a defeated foe. He 
doesn't own as much as a single grain of sand. We can rejoice in al I that God has done 
for us. 
Verse 7 says, "Let us be glad and rejoice and give honor to Him, for the marriage of 
the Lamb is come, and His wife has made herse If ready." Weddings are genera I I y joyous 
occasions. How often have you smiled at the I ittle flower girl as she stumblingly 
comes up the aisle, perhaps a finger in her mouth. Or, the shy I ittle ringbearer, not 
quite sure what he has to do. The beautiful thing about it is that this wedding, 
uni ike any that have transpired here on earth wi I I be in heaven. The bride, which is 
the Church (made up of al I born-again true believers in this age of grace) wi I I meet 
the Bridegroom, the Lord Jesus Christ, face-to-face. 
It says that the wife has made herself ready. That's us, my friend. In a sense we 
can't do anything to prepare ourselves. And yet, in another sense, we can do everything. 
Paul and his so-cal led swan song to Timothy, the second epistle, verse six of the fourth 
chapter, could testify, "I am now ready." Are you? 
Our daughters, Peggy and Sharon, both had hope chests. And over the years when they 
were at home with us we would frequently find things they wanted to put into their hope 
chests, looking forward to the day when they would be united with the ones who would 
claim them as their brides. At the time the hope chests were given to them they hadn't 
selected their I ife's mate, but they put something in the hope chests in anticipation. 
Now, we haven't seen face-to-face the Lord Jesus Christ, but sti I I we love Him. I 
wonder, have you put anything in your "hope chest" today? Have you done anything for 
the Saviour that would count for al I eternity? In some newspaper accounts they' I I give 
quite a I isting of how the bride appeared as far as her clothing is concerned. Verse 
eight tel Is us that she was arrayed in fine I inen, clean and white, for the fine 1 inen 
is the righteousness of the saints. In this coming day we' I I be clothed in the 
righteousness of the Lord Jesus Christ. What do we give up? Why the Bible says that 
al I of our righteousness are as filthy rags in the sight of God. But the wedding gown 
Christ gives us is made of fine I inen, clean and white. 
Verse nine tel Is us, "blessed are they who are cal led unto the marriage supper of the 
Lamb." This passage has created quite a bit of theological discussion and controversy. 
Personally, I believe those who are called don't refer to the Bride or the Groom. Like 
you, my wife and I have received a lot of invitations to weddings in our I ifetime, but 
I doubt whether or not any bride or groom ever sent themselves an invitation except to 
keep as a momenta. It's my conviction that the "friends" here represent the Old 
Testament saints who wi I I view with excitement and anticipation the experience we' I I 
be privileged to have of being united to the Bridegroom, throughout al I eternity. 
Notice, this isn't the day of the Lord. This is the Bride's day. This is the Rapture. 
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And fol lowing this glad hour, events of Tribulation wi I I take place which wi I I be 
finally climaxed by the battle of Armageddon. 
Having one daughter who was married a few years ago, my wife and I are aware of the fact 
that the bride's parents are generally expected to pay the costs of the wedding. That's 
an accepted tradition. But not so here. The cost is paid by the Lamb. And the pri ce? 
His shed b I ood.. . The reason being that the Br.i de has a I ready become a pa rt of the 
family of God. That's been through the adoption of faith. As a result, al I of the 
provisions the Lord has are given to us in this privilege we have in the culmination 
of al I things. 
Now, finally there is the supper of the Great God. Quite frankly, this is one of the 
darkest pictures to be found anywhere in the New Testament. We find it here in verse 
17 of Revelation 19, "And I saw an angel standing in the sun; and he cried with a loud 
voice, saying to al I the fowls that fly in the midst of heaven, Come and gather 
yourselves together unto the supper of the great God; that ye may eat the flesh of 
kings, and the flesh of captains, and the flesh of mighty men, and the flesh of horses, 
and of them that sit on them, and the flesh of al I men, both free and bond, bot h s ma l I 
and great. And I saw the beast, and the kings of the earth, and their armies , gathered 
together to make war against him that sat on the horse, and against his army." This is 
a solemn, saddening scene of judgment. It fol lows the so-cal led battle of Armageddon. 
Four great confederacies wi 11 be destroyed. 
To give a background, the anti-Christ, originally pretending friendship with God' s 
chosen people, the Jews, then reveals himself for what he really is; the arch-enemy of 
Israel. This takes place just before the Mi I lennium. And there are other passages of 
scripture from the Old Testament which may be helpful, too (Isaiah 13:6 and 34:6; 
Jeremiah 46:10; Ezekiel 30:2 ff. and 39:17). Isn't it interesting that the ones in vited 
to this feast, unlike the other suppers, become themselves the sacrifice? This shows 
the complete judgment of God. In verse 18 the word flesh is used five times . The 
question may come, "Is God justified in al lowing such a terrible thing to take place ?" 
First of al I, my friend, who is man to question God in His righteous judgment? And 
secondly, would God be justified in ki I I ing a Nero, a Hitler, or someone of that type? 
We read the rest of the book of Revelation and we see the justice, the mercy, the grace, 
the goodness, the love of God clearly explained. It is interesting to note that thi s i s 
referred to as the supper of the Great God. It is not a breakfast. It is not a lunch. 
It is a supper. It is the last meal and it is midnight as far as this earth i s 
concerned. 
Now, let's review. If you go to the first supper, that is the supper of salvation t o 
which al I have been bidden, then you~ go to the second, which is the Lord' s Suppe r 
and you most assuredly wi I I be at the third which is the supper of the Lamb of God ; 
while you won't be at this fourth, the supper of the Great God. On the other hand, i f 
you don't go to the first supper, the supper of salvation, you may go to the second, 
the Lord's supper because there are many who go to church and partake of communion 
without being born again; but you definitely won't be at the third supper, absolutely 
not. That is the supper of the Lamb of God and it's only for born-again believers. 
However, you may wel I be at the fourth supper, the supper of the Great God because the 
time of the end, and final judgment may be at hand. Our Lord is coming. We conclude 
with these words, given the Psalmist long ago. An invitation--"O taste and see that 
the Lord is good. Blessed is the man who puts his trust in Him." 
Biola College 
Dr. Sanders is host and executive 
producer of the Day of Discovery 
television program. 
La Mirada, California 
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While love was the keynote message for the church at Ephesus, for Smyrna the hallmark 
was suffering. A wi I lingness to suffer proves the genuineness of a Christian's 
experience. Believers of Smyrna were prepared to suffer for the Lord whenever cal led 
upon to do so. They were I ike Peter and John who rejoiced that they were counted worthy 
to suffer this honor for the Saviour's name (Acts 5). 
Bible commentators describe Smyrna as the most splendid of the seven cities mentioned in 
the book of Reve lation. It boastfu lly regarded itse l f as the pride of Asia, always 
sensitive to the riva l ry of the city of Ephesus. The church in this city is not men-
tioned either in the book of Acts nor in the other New Testament epistles. Very early 
tradition, however, states that the Apostle Paul visited the town on his way to Ephesus 
at the start of his third missionary journey. What did Jesus Christ have to say to the 
church at Smyrna? 
Christ reminded them, " I know your tr ibu lation" (2:9) . This indicated a tremendous 
amount of persecution. The enemies of the faith were very oppressive and exceedingly 
cruel. It was a dangerous thing to be known as a Christian in the city of Smyrna. 
Wh i le the causes of the persecution are not given in the book of Revelation, it's not 
difficult to reconstruct the situat ion from secular history . Idol worship was prevalent 
and the city had acquired the reputation for its patr iotic loyalty to the Roman Empire . 
Around A.O. 25 many of the cities were vying with one another for the coveted favor of 
erecting a temple to honor the emporer, Tiberius. The privilege was granted to Smyrna 
alone. Evidently it was then that the cult of Caesar was a matter of great pride. 
Christians obviously refused to sprinkle incense on the fire which burned before the 
statue. To do so would be open idolatry. They would not cal I Caesar, "Lord", when 
Jesus was really their Lord. Such actions were interpreted as being treacherous and 
even death-worthy. The flame of hatred was fanned by the local Jewish population. 
They were exempt from off i c i al obi igations and exploited their privilege to bring defeat 
to the hated Christians. They tried to gain favor wi th authorities by urging the 
Christians to sacrif ice, only to criticize them bitterly for their failures. This 
fanatical Jewish hostility to Christian people was seen in the middle of the second 
century A.O. when in the same town as Smyrna a saintly bishop, whose name was Po lycarp, 
was martyred. The voices of Jewish people cried the loudest for him to be burned a l ive, 
the most diligent in the crowd of those fetching wood for the fateful murder . 
The Christians of Smyrna experienced severa l forms of tribulation . The Lord remarks 
that He knew their poverty (2:9). This is rather surpris ing since they were in the 
midst of a wealthy and very prosperous citizenry. The Christians may have belonged to 
the lower ranks of society. Paul pointed out that in those days not many were wise 
according to worldly standards, not many were powerfu l , and not many were of noble birth 
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who came to Christ (I Corinthians I :26). Doubtless, I ike the Macedonians, they had 
given away everythin g they' had· in order to help the poorest in need. Without question, 
they had also decided on a course of sometimes expensive honesty in business dealings, 
renouncing shady met hods and practices. There were Jews and Gentiles who would not trade 
with them because of their stand for Christ. It wasn't always easy for them to find 
employment, and their homes were even robbed and plundered. Make no mistake about it, 
it doesn't always pay to be a Christian, as far as actual dollars and cents may be 
concerned. Nor is honesty by any means always the best pol icy if material gain is your 
only ambition. Pove rty has often been part of the cost of Christian d i scipleship. Yet, 
we aren' t I iv ing for this wo r ld but rather for the one to come. We must make every 
judgment in l i fe on the bas is o f th at eternal trut h. 
In addition to such tribulation they also had slander with which to contend. Many 
false rumors were circulating about Christians in the city of Smyrna. Minds were being 
poisoned. As James poin t ed out , truly no man can tame the tongue. The Word of God 
rightly indicates that it is a deadly evi I, ful I of poison. Christ here cal Is t hem a 
synagogue not of t he Lo r d but of t he devil (2:9). They had learned the i r ways from 
their master who actually called on the devil (2:10). Je sus rightly called the devil 
a I ia r and t he father of al I I ies (John 8:44). How unfortunate that gossip has such a 
very strange f as cination for al I of us (Proverbs 26). Christians in Smyrna were deeply 
wounded by the abuse heaped upon them through slander. It's always painful to be 
misunderstood. Yet these faithful fol lowed in the footsteps of their lowly master, 
Jesus Christ. Of Him it was written that when He was reviled, He did not revile in 
return (I Peter 2 :23). 
There was not much t o which these saints at Smyrna could look forward. The Saviour tel Is 
them , "Do not fear wh at you are about to suffer11 (2:10). It wasn't too comforting to 
hear, "Behold, the devi I is about to throw some of you into prison." The early apostles, 
including Paul, had seen the insides of many jai I eel Is. The darkness of these dungeons 
had been i I luminated by the I ight of God's Word. 
The Lord further urged the Christians of Smyrna, "Be faithful unto death" (2:10). The 
exhortation to these persecuted believers was to be constant to the extent of being 
ready to die for the sake of the Gospel. History shows us that opposition was so fierce 
that martyrdom always loomed as a very real and solemn possibi I ity to believers in 
Smyrna. 
As we mentioned earlier, Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, in the year A.O. 156 fled from the 
city at the urging of his congregation. When tracked down to his hiding place he made 
no attempt to f lee. Instead he offered food and drink to those who sought his capture, 
then asking their permission to retire for prayer, he did for some two hours. As they 
drove into the city the officer in charge asked Po I ycarp to give up his faith. "What 
harm could it do," he reasoned, "to sacrifice a I ittle bit of incense to the Emperor?" 
The saintly bishop refused and was severely mi streated when placed before the magistrate 
in the town amphitheater. They commanded, "Have respect for your o Id age! Swear by the 
genius of Caesar and we will release you." Stoically Polycarp affirmed, "Eight and six 
years have I served Jesus Christ, and He has done me no wrong. How then can I blaspheme 
my King who saved me?" The officer in charge persisted, "Swear by the genius of Caesar! 
I have wi Id beasts waiting. If you wi I I not change your mind I wi I I throw you to them. 
After they do their work, unless you change your mind, I wi I I make you be destroyed by 
fire." Infuriated Jews and Gentiles were al ready gathering wood for the fire. Stead-
fastly, Polycarp stood by the stake, asking not to be fastened to it. He prayed, "Oh 
Lord God, Almighty God, the Father of Thy beloved Son , Jesus Christ, through whom we 
have received t he knowledge of ThBe, I thank Thee that Thou hast thought me worthy this 
day and this hour to share the cup of Thy Christ among the number of Thy witnesses." 
Moments later the blaze was kindled, only to have the wind drive the flames somewhat 
away from him to prolong his agony. Finally, a soldier's sword put an end to his 
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intense misery. What a prophetic f u lfi I lment for the promise of suffering addressed to 
the church at Smyrna. 
Among the beat itudes in which Christ pronounces blessings upon the meek and th~ me:ciful, 
mourners and the peacemakers, poor i n spirit and the poor in heart. He added His final. 
tribute to those who are persecuted for righteousness sake (Matt. 5:3-12). The teaching 
is app l icab le today. If the world hates you, you can know that it hated the ~aviour long 
before it ever hated you. Jesus points out further in John 15, "The servant 1s not 
greater than his master ; and i f they pe rsecuted me, they wi 11 also pe:secute yo~." Yes, 
in this world the bel iever shal I have t r ibulation. The glad and glorious news 1s that 
we need not be discouraged or depressed for Christ has overcome, and through the presence 
of His Holy Spirit wi I I cause us also to be more than conquerors. 
What Jesus Christ taught he re on ea rth the New Testament apostles carefully echoed in 
their writings under the in spiration of the Holy Spirit. The catalog of the Saviour's 
sufferings we re also expe ri enced by those who fol lowed after Him. In fact, looking ahead 
to the future, Paul you remember prom i sed, "Al I who desire to live a godly life in Jesus 
Christ wi 11 be persecuted" ( 11 Timoth y 3: 12). The Phi I ippians were told that as 
salvation was a gift from God, so would be the sufferings they should endure ( 1:29). So 
it is given to every be l iever that there wi 11 a lways be the possibi I ity of suffering for 
the Master. What kind of a concern do we show for those faithful believers who I ive in 
Communist lands such as Russia and China? And the re are also persecutions for those 
suffering fo r their fa i th i n countr ies where religious persecution is unbelievable. 
Being of f lesh and blood we shrink from suffering. We don't want to be hurt. Yet, 
l iving in this world, if we are rea l ly fo l lowing a godly I ife, there may wel I be press-
ures and ostrac ism. 
Chr ist t o ld the saints at Smyrna, "So do not fear what you are about to suffer, but be 
fa ithfu l un t o death" . Faith and fear are opposites; they cannot co-exist. The Psalmist 
kn ew that th e only ant idote t o appre hens ion i s trust (Psalm 6:3, 9). There is no other 
cou rse of act ion to t ake. Jesus prescribed the same remedy (Mark 5:36). Trust in 
Ch ri st and we shal I ou rse lves be t r ustworth y; re ly on Christ and we shal I be reliable; 
depend on Chr ist and we s hal I be dependable; have fait h in Christ and we wi I I be faithful. 
While Smyrna was an extremely prosperous community, we need to be careful as to how we 
measure wealth. Our Sav iour Himself , though He was rich, yet for our sakes He became 
poor. In t h i s way, by Hi s poverty we on ly can t r ul y become rich (I I Corinthians 8:9). 
Possessions are never a true baromete r of one's wealth (I I Corinthians 6:10). Of far 
more va l ue is the realization of God's priceless love, of a ripening character that wi I I 
endure, of a faith more precious than go ld, and of wisdom mo re priceless than rubies and 
fine jewels. 
To those wh o remai ne d f i rm and true i n Smyrna Ch r ist is generous in prom1s1ng, "Be 
faithfu l un t o death and I wi I I gi ve you t he c rown of I ife . Ye who conquer shal I not be 
hurt by the second deat h." Eve ry one of t hese se ven chu rch letters ends with a promise 
of an app ropri ate rewa rd. Thi s i s not a me ri t rewa rd, but rather it comes as a gift we 
don'! deserve . The Savi our i s al ways ge nerous in His gi vi ng . Our endurance proves the 
ge~u 1 n~ness of our Chr ist ian professi on. We ha ve the dua l promise of escaping hel I, 
which 1s t he second de at h, as we l I as ente r ing hea ven. We may loose our physical I ives 
but t hen t he c rown of I ife wi I I be gi ve n to t he ind i vidua l believer who gives his life 
for the Savior. The crown of I i fe in Re ve lati on 2 : 10 is t he same as the tree of I ife in 
verse se ven . The metapho r has ch anged from a t ree bea r i ng del icious f r ui t. What 
treme ndo us t h ings are in s tore fo r th ose who know, love an d serve Jesus Christ. 
In the book of Revela t ion we find some tremendous ch a I lenges for our I ives today, even 
as we cons i de r the me ss ages given to th e seve n ch urches i n the second and third chapters. 
We come now to the congregation of Pe rgamos ( Re ve lation 2 : 12-1 7). It is interesting to 
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note that on the ancient side of Pergamos there is today a I ittle vi I !age which is known 
as Pergama. This is the Turkish spel I ing for the Greek proper name. Originally 
Pergamos was a most beautiful and luxurious city. Supposedly it was founded and bui It 
by a son of Hercules. It is about 15 miles inland from the Agean Sea. It soon became 
the capital city of this section of Asia Minor. By the time John penned Revelation, 
Pergamos had already been the capital city for more than 300 years. Kings and merchants 
had lavishly beautified the area through the centuries. It became one of the most 
imposing of all the Greek communities of the ancient world. Its famous library had on 
its shelves more than 200,000 volumes. That's an immense number for such an ancient day. 
You see, every book had to be copied by hand. It was here, because of their inabi I ity 
to secure papyrus, that , the discovery of writing on parchment was really perfected. 
The letter to this church begins with a very grim tone. Christ points out, "I know thy 
works and where thou dWel lest, even where satan's throne is. And thou holdest fast thy 
name and hast not denied my faith even unto those days wherein Antipas was my faithful 
martyr, who was slain among you where satan I ived or dwel leth." This lets us know that 
these Christians actually I ived where the devi I existed and where his presence was fully 
experienced. The reference to his throne could have been to those gorgeous, impressive, 
idolatrous temples which the Greeks bui It everywhere. In this capital city there was a 
temple to the four greatest Greek gods, representing Jupiter who was Dinisias, the Latin 
name for him would be Bacus; another one to supposedly the head of al I the gods, Baccus, 
the God of wine and drama, Athenia, the god of wisdom, art, and war, and Aescupal ias, 
the god of hea I i ng. <The I atte r was known a I I over the ancient wor Id as the god at 
pergamos.) The god of heal lng had as his emblem that of a serpent. The courts of the 
temple were filled with snakes slithering on the ground. Sufferers came from all over 
the world to sleep in that sanctuary. If a sick person happened to be touched by one 
of these creatures he was supposedly touched by healing from this god. Much of what 
they ca I I ed "medicine" wou Id be known today as un ad u Iterated s upe rst it ion. This may 
be one reason why the Lord ca I I ed the i do I at ry of the city, "sat an' s throne. 11 
Another reason for this description could be that one of the ancient wonders of the 
world was the magnificent altar to the god Zeus. There was a ledge jutting out from the 
hi I I on which was bui It the largest and most famous altar in al I the world. It was 90 
feet square and 45 feet high. Around the carving at the base of it was one of the most 
impressive pieces of sculpture ever created by modern art. The German government in the 
last century sent an expedition to excavate Pergamos where they found a large part of 
that sculptured ornament. It is in the museum at Berlin this very day. This looked 
somewhat like a throne over the city of Pergamos. This could be the reference of our 
Lord when He says, "Thou dwe I I est where satan 's throne is." 
Of course, in the community was also complete emperor worship of the Roman Caesars. Much 
of this nation's holdings had been put together by conquests and war. There were three 
different temples in Pergamos dedicated to the Roman emperors. The city was the head of 
a district which was supposed to enforce Caesar worship. 
The Lord also told the faithful believers in Pergamos, "Thoushast not denied my faith, 
even in those days wherein Antipas was my faithful martyr." This little word "deny" 
refers to a thing in the past; that which is completed and done. Apparently, sometime 
previously, there had been a great persecution which burst out against the saints in 
Pergamos. Antipas was murdered for his faith. He may we! I have been the first martyr 
put to death by the Roman Empire. He doubtless had protested against Caesar worship and 
laid down his I ife for the cause. Frequently, in the days of the New Testament when a 
man witnessed for Christ he might wel I seal his testimony with his own blood. 
The word for "dwel I" here represented some important truth. Believers are those in this 
world as strangers, pilgrims and sojourners. Our eternal home, the Bible promises, is 
in heaven. Yet, behind the suggestion given, the original is the other Greek word for 
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"dwe I I" which means to be permanent I y est ab I i shed in residency. This was where the 
devil's throne was. One description of our I ives today is this same fact. We I ive in 
a sin-cursed world; we cannot run away from it. While we are where satan dwel Is, sti 11 
we can avow, "This wor Id is not my home, I ' m just a passing th rough!" May it be true 
with each of our I ives. 
While the church at Pergamos existed where satan dwel led, yet the Lord had to comment, 
"But I have a few things against thee, because thou hast the re them that ho Id the 
doctrine of Balaam." This was the counsel of a shrewd sage. Wicked King Balak tried 
to hire him to curse the people of Israel. God wouldn't let him do it. Unfortunately 
he also sought to corrupt God's people by introducing them to worldly Moabitish women 
who got the men of Israel to I ive with them in prostitution. What a strange and ungodly 
al I iance. There were those in Pergamos who encouraged the faithful to eat things 
sacrificed to idols as wel I as to commit fornication. One of the most astonishing 
things of the Greek and Roman worlds was that with al I their magnificent philosophies 
and achievements in every realm, nevertheless they looked upon prostitution as a needful 
and acceptable way of I ite. Sometimes I honestly believe America is going this same 
route. Such wi I I always bring down the judgment of God in a nation. The early Roman 
philosopher, Cicero, penned, "It there is anyone who thinks that young men should be 
absolutely forbidden to love a prostitute, he is extremely severe and at a variance not 
only with the I icense of what our age al lows, but also to the customs and concessions 
of our ancestors. What indeed and when indeed was this not done? When was such 
promiscuity ever denied?" What a sad base moral code to be defended. He was but echoing 
the accepted I ife of the ancient Roman world, as wel I as the modern trends of today. In 
Pergamos there were those in the church who stood up and said that this was the way to 
I ive. Fol low the pattern of human society around you. Don't alienate your friends. 
Who likes a person who's peculiar? How tragic that we should ever accept standards of 
the world as the patterns of I ife for the believer. The Holy Spirit does not want us to 
be isolated from the world, but certainly wi I I insulate us from its false systems and 
economy. 
I'm sure it would surprise you to know the number of people in churches today who have 
the same perverted persuasion that we ought to go along with the crowd. The church 
never had such an effect upon the world as in that day when it would have nothing to do 
with the world. As Christians we have been cal led to a higher I ife than that. When a 
person is really born-again he has a new transformed I ife. That such practices of the 
world were taught in the church at Pergamos was absolutely wrong. We haven't been cal led 
to conform, nor were they. 
In the days when John wrote these words the most agonizing personal problem the Christians 
faced was concerning things sacrificed to idols. When the ancient worshipper made a 
sacrifice to an idol, as on that great altar to Zeus, the animal was not burned. Many 
times no part of it was consumed except a smal I piece of the outside of the skin. When 
the animal was sacrificed it was always divided and offered to the priest, as wel I as a 
portion of it being returned to the worshipper to eat. This became known as a communal 
meal. Nothing is wrong with eating together in church tel lowship. But in the heathen 
temples, the offerer would cal I in al I his family and friends. Toqether they would eat 
the animal that had been sacrificed to the gods. Who could be so narrow-minded as to 
object. Who would stay away from an invitation to a feast I ike this? These false 
teachers succeeded in tel I ing the Christians that such a practice was acceptable. The 
social customs of idolatry were always a threat to the Christian faith on every side. 
The true believer affirmed, "I wi II not drink and I wi II not eat what has been first 
offered to false gods." As a result he was cut off from the social intercourse of the 
world. He was separate and distinct. These early faithful had to be very careful 
because of a potentially weak brother. Paul pointed this out several times (I Corinthians 
8: 13). 
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There was a wonderful promise given to the church at Pergamos, "He that hath an ear, let 
him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches; to him that overcometh wi 11 I give 
to eat the hidden manna." The people who loved Christ were not to eat and drink accord-
ing to the customs surrounding satan's throne. Manna is cal led in the 78th Psalm, 
"angel's food and the corn of heaven." In Exodus 16:4 it is referred to as the bread of 
heaven. When Israel was going through the wilderness the Lord sent manna down. The 
people gathered it freely. Some was always placed in a golden bowl and placed at the 
ark of the covenant before the Lord, hidden behind the vei I. Thus the Saviour is saying, 
"You may not share in the social I ife, eating and drinking things sacrificed to idols. 
I wi 11 give you to eat of the hidden manna which is the bread of heaven." God is wi 11 ing 
to do this for us if we are wi I I ing to cut ourselves off from any compromise with the 
world. He wi I I give so much far better for al I eternity. 
Additionally, our Lord promises to the overcomer, 11 1 wi 11 give him a white stone." There 
are many strange interpretations to this picture. Some Bible scholars say that it refers 
to an acquittal from God concerning our sins. When a man was tried, if the jurors voted 
to free him they flashed a white stone, or dropped one in a large urn. Conversely, if 
they felt he was guilty a black stone was used. Others say that the stone was used in 
calculations. Hence we are numbered among the children of God. Sti I I some believe that 
the symbol represents victory and happiness, as we would say, "a red letter day." You 
can be certain that if we are faithful, God wi I I give us a white stone admission to al I 
the wonderful things of heaven. 
The next church designated for our study is the one at Thyatira (Revelation 2: 18-19). To 
this congregation is given one of the gravest warnings for the future. Entering into the 
assembly had come some very evi I practices which could not be tolerated by the Lord. The 
city of Thyatira was smaller and less significant than the three communities we have 
already studied. It was situated south of Pergamos, and was distinguished for its 
industrial activity. Because of this there was much prosperity. Archaeological studies 
have brought to I ife the fact that Thyatira was a very wel I known center for numerous 
trade gui Ids. Like the union movement today they had organized groups and associations 
for every area of I ife imaginable. It has been said that the water around Thyatira was 
adapted to dying clothes. Lydia, spoken of in Acts 16:14, was a seller of purple color 
from this area. She went to Phi I ippi in Macedonia on business. There she heard the 
Apostle Paul preach the Gospel and she gladly received the truth. 
Nowhere is it st~ted exactly how the church got started here at Thyatira. It might wel I 
be that when Lydia returned to her home, witnessing her faith in Christ, that a good 
many peop!e undoubtedly were converted. It is further interesting to note that Lydia 
was the first recorded convert to Christ on European soi I. 
Conditions of the church a: Thyatira were prophetic of the period in church history from 
t~e 7th to the 16th centuries after Christ. During this time the world saw the rapid 
rise of a great ecclesiastical organization which was a part of that long dark period of 
man'~ exi7tence. We I isten as the Son of God rebukes the church that would degrade Him, 
keeping Him only as the son of a human mother, while exalting her above Him as the mother 
of God.and."'.he queen of heaven." The Saviour knows exactly when and where to insist 
upon His d1v1ne pr~rogativ~s: The. rise of that great church made Jesus popular as the 
Son of Mary. Thats a pos1t1on which robs Him of His essential deity. It is not right 
when a church teaches thos~ unde~ its power that people must pray to Mary in order to 
get through to God. That 1s entirely falacious. Nowhere is it hinted at in the Bible 
On the contrary the Lord taught that God our heavenly Father was to be approached in the 
name of Jesus Christ only (John 14: 13-14; 16:23-24). 
In Revelation 2: 18 the Scripture tel Is us that Christ has eyes "I ike unto a flame of fire.' ' 
You can be certain that there's nothing more piercing than that. Everything yields and 
melts before Him. The eyes of Jesus look through everything seeing behind the false 
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masks and coverings. Jeremiah rightly testified about the One who tries the minds and 
hearts of a I I men ( Jeremiah I I : 20). In Acts I : 24 we read, "Thou Lord which kn owe st the 
hearts of al I men." Our Saviour is the great "Heart-Knower." Jesus knew from the 
beginning who they were that believed not and who would betray Him (John 6:64). He read 
the hearts of Nathaniel (John I :48) and the woman of Samaria (John 4:28-29). After the 
resurrection Peter confessed to the Saviour, "Lord, thou knowest al I things" (John 21 :17). 
No human being has ever escaped God's al I-knowing gaze (Hebrews 4:13). This is why we 
need to walk circumspectly in His holy presence. 
The picture John gives us of Christ also describes Him as having feet I ike fine brass. 
This shows the symbol of judgment. Brass is a metal used in the Bible as indicative of 
judgment (Numbers 21 :9). Of course, sin must always be judged. God can never remain 
silent c:r inac!ive wh~re transgressions are present. If the guilty of Thyatira, as wel I 
as America, Asia, Africa or Europe, or in any other place, wi I I not repent, coming back 
to the Lord, then they must face Christ when He comes again to judge the I iving and the 
dead. I wc:uld much rather face Him today and say, "Lord Jesus, I want to be a Christian. 
Come "Thou into my heart." Otherwise some day you meet Him in judgment hearing His 
scathing words, "I never knew you." You wi 11 be cast out into outer darkness forever 
Al~ judgment is committed to Jesus Christ and He wi I I execute it infal I ibly. Today, in 
this w?n?erful day of ~race, the Saviour's feet are a thing of beauty since He brings 
good t1d1ngs of salvation (Romans 10:15). 
The ch~rch at Thyatira is commended for its charity (2:19). Even with al I her faults 
the~e i7 some good~ Love led the I ist of virtues in this congregation. Where love was 
waning in Ephesus 1t was gaining in Thyatira. It is God's love in us experientially that 
beg:ts. love.to othe: men on our part (I Thessalonians 4:9; Romans 13:10). There were 
Chr1s:1ans in Thyat1ra who were dwel I ing together in love because God was dwel I ing in the~ in love Cl John 4: 16). May this also be true in our I ives as we seek to serve the Saviour today. 
In His message to the church at Thyatira the Lord made special mention of their ministry. 
There were some there who generously showed love in action toward those who had 
tremendous need. A person may be zealous to perform in detai I and accuracy his official 
work. Yet he may also sadly lack the tender touch of a loving heart. Too many seem to 
be ready to spread a banquet who are I ikewise slow to give a cup of cold water. The 
saints of Thyatira possessed a desirable combination. They were gifted with service on 
one hand and they really loved on the other. Many of their names were not perpetuated 
in history, nor did they find a place in the Word of God. The blessed Lord remembered 
them, however, and when He comes again He is going to reward al I such (Matthew 25:31-40). 
The people were approved because of their faith. This embodies the idea of faithfulness 
and loyalty. Fickle and faltering saints are not faithful but rather occasional and 
spasmodic. Some Christians run wel I at the beginning of a race but they tire very 
quickl.y and fal I by the wayside (Galatinns 5:7). 
The Lord commends them further for their patient endurance. As service grows out of 
love, so patience is the sequence of faith. These saints maintained an equal emotional 
and mental balance under pressure. This fragrant flower we cal I faithfulness was present 
in the church of Ephesus (Revelation 2:2) as wel I as Philadelphia (Revelation 3:10). Do 
we have the capacity to keep sti I I when al I around is storm-tossed? Think of Jesus' 
patience with sinners as wel I as with His blundering disciples. To bring it closer to 
home, consider His longsuffering and patience with you and me. There should always be 
readiness to endure and to suffer. We are to abide in Christ under tribulation 
(Romans 12: 12). This is what the original of the word actually means. Through trials 
. we grow more patient (James I :3). We need to run the race of Ii fe with patience 
(Hebrews 12: I ) • 
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Our Lord's final words of approval for the church at Thyatira were, "I know thy works and 
the I ast to be more than the first." As a minister of the Gospe I I have observed quite 
often how some people who begin a task with cheerfulness and enthusiasm often end up at 
a standsti I I, offering weak excuses for failure. Do you remember the time you quickly 
and readily took a Sunday school class and then after a few months quit over some I ittle 
thing? It may have been because people weren't always patting you on the back and 
tel I ing you what a wonderful teacher you were. Churches can't be bui It on members I ike 
this. We need those who are solid, faithful, loyal, cheerful and enthusiastic. We need 
those dedicated saints who are neither slipping backwards nor standing sti I I. They are 
consistently advancing in their Christian course. How is it with you? Is your faith 
growing and your love increasing? 
Even in the I ight of al I these achievements, the church at Thyatira had need for great 
admonition <Revelation 2:20-24). The Lord strongly pointed out, "Then al lowest that 
woman Jezebel, who cal leth herself prophetess, to teach and to seduce my servants to 
commit fornication and to eat things sacrificed unto idols." Here we see a contrast 
between the church at Thyatira and the ecclesiastical church of the dark ages. Ephesus 
would not tolerate evi I, although gradually its love cooled down. Thyatira on the 
other hand was gaining love but it was tolerating evi I. These same two extremes are with 
us today. No one wi I I argue against the fact that the Bible teaches us to love everybody. 
It also teaches us, however, that righteousness has no fellowship with unrighteousness 
(I I Corinthians 6: 14). Jezebel is the name which came to be associated with evi I in the 
Old Testament. She was the notorious daughter of the pagan king of the Zidonians. 
Jezebel married Israel's wicked king Ahab after which she set up the worship of Baal 
among the people of Israel (I Kings 16:29-33). God raised up His prophet Elijah and 
sent him to rebuke King Ahab. Jezebel threatened Elijah and she scared him so badly 
that he fled for his I ife. He was even ready to resign from the ministry (I Kings 19:4). 
Jezebel was always associated with Sodom. Every sanctuary in a sacred forest was at the 
same time a scene of terrible debauchery and adultery. The priests of Baal were wicked 
sexual perverts and homosexuals. You can see the depths to which Israel had fallen under 
King Ahab and Queen Jezebel. 
The Lord draws the attention of the church at Thyatira to these facts. He tel Is them 
frankly, "You have a woman I ike her in your church at Thyatira. This woman wi 11 always 
be a seductive and wicked influence among God's people." The Jezebel of the Old Test-
ament had been dead for almost a thousand years but the demon that had possessed her 
was now control I ing another woman of the same kind. Her purpose was to corrupt the New 
Testament church at Thyatira with ethical, moral, and doctrinal error. This woman 
cal led herself a prophetess. She boldly taught her philosophy with I ittle or no 
opposition. Why did the people tolerate her? Beware of tolerating the Jezebel type 
person in the church. She may claim to be inspired and to have received some new 
revelation from God, and yet she is touching the deep things of the devi I. Many of 
these religious leaders have founded movements sweeping many into hel I. Many so-cal led 
Christians have been seduced by these modern day religions. 
J~ze~el may have been a member of the local _congregation of Thyatira. Certainly she 
d1dn t belong to the true church of Jesus Christ. She was never born-again. Thyatira 
represents a period of church history after the day of Pentecost which extended for 
about nine centuries. It was appropriately known as the dark ages. It is not right 
when one man "iS . enthroned and addressed as "His Holy Father." A woman has been put in a 
man's place and is substituted for Christ. The Scriptures know nothinq of such teaching. 
In the New Testament (I I Corinthians I I :2; Ephesians 5:22-23) the church is set forth 
as a woman. Even though the Bible is clear that a woman is in subjection to the man 
and that she is never to usurp authority over him, we must remember that there was a 
church that reversed that order. Mi I I ions of ~er people worshipped before the name of a 
woman, offering prayers to her and through her. Jezebel symbolically is being tolerated 
in the congregation. Christendom is gradual Iv being influenced by the evi I of worldly. 
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religion which is I ikened unto this woman Jezebel. How we need to be careful in this 
day in which we live so that we shal I have a clear and unmitigated Gospel to preach to 
the wor Id. 
The next of our studies of the churches mentioned in the book of Revelation is Sardis 
(3:1-6). This passage has a remarkable I isting of not only names but also of character-
istics of various believers. Sardis is 30 ·miles from Thyatira, about 60 miles from 
Perqamos and east of Smyrna approximately 50 miles. Sardis was not only famous for its 
rich men but also for its wise men. Sardis was considered to be an imoregnable fortress. 
It was bui It on the slope of a mountain at the base of which ran a gold-bearing river. 
There was a ridge of rock with great cliffs on each side. This gave great security to 
the people who I ived there. Only the most brave soldiers would attempt such a fete in 
storming the citadel. 
The message of our Lord Jesus to the church at Sardis was, "Be watchful. If thou wi It 
not watch, I w i I I come on thee as a thief." He a I so said that the church has "a name to 
live and is dead." That's most unusual. This church was contaminated with the world. 
It had an inward decay, and was experiencing spiritual disinteqration. In museums of 
natural history are animals which look I ifelike in their mounted positions, but they are 
dead. How sad that such a condition should also be true of the church. There can be 
dead men in the pulpit and dead men fi I I ing the pews. Even with this there is always a 
possibility for a dedicated individual to maintain spiritual commitment to the Lord. 
This is why Christ says, "Thou hast a few names even in Sardis who are worthy." The 
church at Sardis is the church of the dark ages. Even in that dark period of Christian 
history there were stars shown in the hands of God. These were the immortal names of 
Sardis. Those people walked before the Lord, worthy to overcome in the name of the 
I iving Christ. In the dark days before the great flood there were righteous Enoch and 
God-fearinq Noah. In tragic days of universal idolatry Abraham was found -faithful. In 
the midst of the evi I of Sardis there are a few outstanding saints to be found. The 
Holy Spirit in any hour of spiritual darkness is able to i I luminate, gui~e and comfort. 
Christ holds the seven stars in His hand. Even in the snow fields and the ice rivers of 
the Alps one mav find the solitary flower. There is no wilderness so sterile and so 
barren that it is without an oasis of refreshment. There are always those in midst of 
spi~itual despair w~o are I iving for the Saviour in their own generation. In researching 
periods of church history we cannot help but see in the congregation at Sardis that time 
when a certain church was in control of the world and known as the Dark Ages. 
It was in the year I 170 that Peter Waldo on a street corner heard a Christian hymn that 
touched his heart. He was a wealthy merchant from France and was able to hire two 
scholars to translate the Word of God for him. As he read the Scripture he was converted. 
lmmediatel\i ·he began to preach the Good News of Christ. He encouraged his fol lowers to 
give out copies. The Waldonesian . church grew and the seed of the Word of God was sown 
among the superstitious people of Southern Europe. God blessed them in their fervent 
evangelism. Then in 1208 a horrible religious holy crusade was inaugurated, and soon 
more than one mi I I ion of the fo I I owe rs of Peter Wa I do we re wiped off the face of the 
earth. They were cruelly persecuted by the ruling church. 
In 1320 there was a man named Johh Wvcl i.ffe who translated the Bible into the language 
of our English forefathers. There was John Huss who gave his I ife because of what he 
believed. In 1452 there was Savanarola in the city of Florence who was one of the most 
e I oquent and mighty of a I I the expositors of the Word of God. Because ·of ·reTi g·i ous 
persecution he was denounced and hanged from the qal lows. His body was burned by fire. 
This was the Sardis period of church history. 
The significant messaqe addressed to the angel of the church at Sardis is notable for a 
number of reasons. Like the letter to Laodicea, the last of the seven, it is an unmixed 
message of rebuke and censor. The message is almost devoi.d of any commendation. The 
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peopl e in t hi s community were su r rounded by the grossest form of idolatry. Some of the 
so-cal led Christians had even become involved. 
When we come to the church at Sardis there is a marked change in our Lord's method of 
addres s in g the congregation . In the other t e stimoni es he comme nced with some commenda-
tion . Here , howe ver, He has to begin with condemnati on. In the other assemblies evi I 
had not been the habit but rather the exception. The oppos ite i s unfort unately true 
with Sardis . There is nothing here which can possib ly commend i tself to the Lord's eyes. 
As we read of "the seven spirits of God and the seven .stars" we fi nd the a I I us ion to the 
seven- fold ch aracter of the Holy Spirit, resting upon Ch r ist accordin g to the prophecy 
of Isaiah 11 :2- 5. Asimilar description is found in Re ve lat i on 5:6. It is a portrait 
which points out the qua I ities of the righteous judgment of the wicked. What better 
introduction to the wordly of Sardis. The same description of Christ, as holdin g the 
seven stars in His riqht hand, was given in relation t o t he chu rch at Ephesus. This 
makes clear th at the leaders of the. church are respon s ibl e t o no human reoresentative of 
Christ and must vein an account d.irectly to the Lord Himse lf . Pastors t oday must realize 
this as never before. 
Christ reminded the people in the congregation at Sard i s , " I know t hy works ." The actions 
and involvements of the people were and always are "open books" t o t he Lord. Nothing is 
hidden from His searching and searing gaze . That which is not vis ib le t o man is perfectly 
apparent to Him. What a tragedy that He had to say of them , "Thou hast a name that thou 
livest and art dead . " Evidently they had a reputation among the a re a being erroneously 
considered spiritual with an effective ministry . Just the opposite was apparently true. 
From the divine standpoint they were actually dead as far as sp i ritual I ife and power 
were concerned . Even today , outwardly our churches may seem t o be s p i r i tual ly powerful, 
but inwardly , where God alone can see , it may not be so . This is the t h ing I constantly 
fear about any church I may be privileged to serve . There is t oo much t oday that is 
false and hypocritical! We need to ponder the searching j udgment of the Lo rd. Today's 
modern church may be fi I led with activity, but ineffective as far as re a l sp i ri tual I ife 
and power are concerned. Someone has observed that if the Spir i t of God left certain 
churches today, most of the people in the congregations wou ldn 't even know i t. The 
machinery of the committees and the commissions wo u ld sti I I keep ri ght goi ng on, as a 
massive piece of machine ry that is inanimate , dead and I ifeless . How sa d to t hink that 
this could very wel I be true. A church is in danger of de ath when it beg ins to worship 
its own past, being more concerned about forms than it is with I ife ; lovin g systems more 
than it loves the Saviour ; more concerned with material th ings t han it i s with spiritual 
objectives . 
A tremendous word of warning is given to the church at Sardis , "Be watchful, and 
strengthen the things which remain, that are ready to d ie : for I ha ve not found thy 
works perfect before God. Remember· therefore how thou hast rece i ve d and heard, and hold 
fast, ·and repent. If therefore thou shalt not watch, I wi 11 come on t hee as a t hief, 
and thou shalt not know what hour I wi 11 come upon thee." Appare ntly the re were some in 
the church who sti I I had true I ife and spirituality. Those faithful were exhorted to be 
watchful lest the further invasion of spiritual deadness should come up on them. They 
were to turn away from any defection from the truth. If they ref use d the exho rtat ion 
Christ promised to come upon them as a thief, taking them unexpected ly with devas tati~g 
suddenness and judgment. Although the same symbol ism is use d here as t hat in t he Second 
Coming of our blessed Lord , the figure is not related to that part icul a r e vent . J udgment 
would be unexpected, sudden and irrevocable. 
To those individuals in the Sardis church who overcame such lack of faith the promi se was 
given that they would be clothed in white raiment. In the Scripture the robin g of the 
saint is ever an expression of the believer's own service and character. In the descrip-
tion of the white-robed multitude in Revelation it is said that the white robes are the 
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righteousness of the saints. This is symbolic of fidelity of character and service which 
wi I I have its outward manifestation and revelation. White clothing in the Bible denotes 
festivity, victory, purity, and a blessed heavenly state. Righteousness of the believer 
is bestowed in the form of a garment as a token of our acceptabi I ity to God. It is the 
divine recognition of our office and ministry as a priest before the Lord. The faithful 
have not defiled their garments as others in Sardis. Now they are promised the future 
of heavenly white garments, as they walk with Christ, judged as being worthy. 
Furthermore there is the promise, "I wi 11 not blot out his name out of the book of I ife, 
but I wi 11 confess his name before my Father, and before His angels." This is not a 
contradiction on the reality of a believer's eternal security. Once an individual 
receives Jesus Christ as Saviour He is forever guaranteed his salvation. His name cannot 
be blotted out of the book of I ife. There is not contingency in our salvation which is 
dependent upon works. Salvation is always by grace and by grace alone. If it ever 
depended on the believer's perseverance, the name would not have been written there in 
the first place. Some Bible scholars have considered the book of I ife not as the rolecal I 
of those who have been saved but rather those who have possessed physical I ife. The 
moment one is born into this world his name is thereby added to the book of I ife, I isting 
the generations of man. As they come to maturity, being faced with the responsibi I ity of 
accepting or rejecting Christ, their names are blotted out if they fai I to receive Jesus 
Christ as Saviour. On the other hand those who do accept Christ as Saviour are confirmed 
in their position in the book of I ife. Their names are confessed before the Father and 
before the angels. This may very wel I be the teaching in this important passage. Of 
this much we may be certain. Once a person has truly received and owned the Lord Jesus 
Christ as Saviour by faith, that individual has eternal I ife. Here it is a fulfi I lment 
of al I that God is wi I I ing to do in and through us. 
The message and exhortations to the church at Sardis are to those who need the same 
word in every century. We, too, need to be watchful, strengthened in the things which 
remain. Let us remember the truth and the experience of the past. If repentance and 
confession is needed, it should be done speedily! The only alternative is divine judg-
ment. The promise of the benefits of eternal I ife is given to those who accept the 
invitation. As in the other churches, the message to Sardis closes with an individual 
invitation, "He that hath an ear let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches." 
The church at Phi lade I phi a was very unique. We find the information about it in 
Revelation 3:7-13. It was marked by the open door which the Lord afforded them for the 
proclamation of the Gospel. The town of Philadelphia itself was situated about 30 miles 
southeast of Sardis. The district was dangerously volcanic and has always experienced 
a number of earthquakes. There was a very severe earthquake of 17 A.O. which devastated 
Sardis and almost completely demo I ished the city of Philadelphia as wel I. By 90 A.O. 
it had been completely rebui It and included a church of Jesus Christ. It is interesting 
to note that the previous letter, to the church at Sardis, contained almost unmitigated 
censure. The letter to Philadelphia is one of the most unqualified commendations anyone 
could read of any congregation. We find such things here as "I know thy works"; "You 
have kept my word and have not denied my name"; "You have kept my word in patient 
endurance." Though the Christians were hard pressed they held fast to their knowledge 
of the Saviour. In the power the Lord gave them they stood their ground against fierce 
persecution. They patiently bore tribulation and shame for the sake of the One whom 
they loved. In Christ they were sharing with the exhi led Apostle John the similar 
experiences of faithful endurance for the testimony of the Gospel. 
In this letter to the Phi ladelphian church we find some vivid, symbolical descriptions. 
We read of a key, a door, and a pi I lar. Consider carefully the exciting relationship 
which existed between the church's open door, the master key of Christ, and the pi I lar 
in heaven which is the promised inheritance. First of al I, what is this wide open door 
which no one is able to shut? The symbol of a door is quite common in Scripture. It 
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suggests opportunity. The metaphor is very clear as it is used frequently in God's truth. 
Of course, the first open door is the opportunity of salvation. Jesus Himself twice used 
this same language. One of these occasions was during the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 
7: 13-14). One gate is wide with the way easy. It, however, leads to destruction. Those 
who enter in by it are many. The gate is narrow with the way hard leading to eternal 
I ife. There are few who come this way by faith. Here not only the two doors are 
contrasted, but also the two eventual finalities in eternal death or everlasting I ife. 
The wide gate is so spacious that it's easy for carefree people to surge through it, 
joining in with the crowd. The other gate is so low that we must stoop humbly. It 
cannot be entered proudly. There is no room to take anything with us. Our sins and 
our selfishness, yea, even the rags of our own self-morality, al I of these have to be 
left behind. Both doors are open today. Which one wi I I you go through? 
The second door in Scripture is the opportunity for service. Christians are not just a 
bunch of self-satisfied individuals who are only concerned about saving their own skin. 
We don't find satisfaction in simply sitting down in the luxurious hal Is of salvation. 
Such would be an appa~ ling erroneous caricature of Christian people. Keep in mind this 
wise observation, "Unless a man's faith saves him out of selfishness into Christian 
service, it' 11 certainly never save him out of hel I into heaven." If a person is really 
saved, this w i 11 be demonstrated by the fact that there is a w i I Ii ngness and a readiness 
to serve the Lord. Salvation absolutely does not depend on service. It depends wholly 
on believing in the person of Jesus Christ. The proof of our conversion is a I ife of 
selfless service before the Lord. Any truly born-again believer, who has received 
salvation as a free gift from God through Jesus Christ, is deeply concerned about the 
wel I-being materially and spiritually of his fel lawmen. Once inside the door of 
salvation the Christian's eye I ights upon another door which stands open before him. It 
is the door of Christian service. 
Now again specifically considering the Phi ladelphian church, we are reminded that openings 
for spreading the Gospel were many in the Roman Empire of the first century A.O. Chris-
tian evangelists could go about with comparative freedom. Many spoke the common Greek 
language of the day as they walked those superior Roman roads, using as their textbook 
the Septuagint version of the Old Testament. Everywhere they found groping minds and 
hungry hearts. The old pagan superstitions were being abandoned. People looked to the 
Bible and to Christ for a new I ife. The Holy Spirit was stirring the thoughts and 
desires of ordinary men and women; many thirsty souls were panting for the water of I ife. 
The Apostle Paul certainly found this wherever he went. On his third missionary journey, 
he spent three years in Ephesus both giving pub I ic sermons in a hired hal I and visiting 
people privately in their own homes. Night and day he was busy preaching the gospel. Of 
this period he said, "A wide door for effective work has opened unto me" (I Corinthians 
16:9). Later on, a captive in his own hired home in Rome, he spoke for Jesus Christ to 
everyone who visited him. With al I these opportunities, he was sti 11 not satisfied. He 
asked the be I i eve rs in Co I ossae, "Pray for us a I so that God may open to us a door for the 
Word to declare the mystery of Christ on account of which I am in prison that I may make 
it clear as I ought to speak" (Colossians 4:3-4). Not al I was easy. As in Ephesus, so 
a lso in Philadelphia, if the door was open there were also many enemies as wel I. The 
Philadelphia church was pathetically weak. The Lord observed, 11 1 know that you have but 
little power" <Revelation 3:8). The congregation may have been smal I, or perhaps it was 
composed largely of the lower classes of Roman society. The church did not naturally 
exert a great influence on the city, but this was not to deter them from evangel ization. 
The tremendous opposition appears to have come from the Jewish population. They wanted 
not h ing to do with Christ as the Messiah. So fanatical was their resistance that they 
we re referred to as a synagogue of the devi I who said they were Jews but really were 
not. No doubt the fierceness of this opposition to the truth of Christ tempted these 
Phi ladelphian believers to hold their peace and to mind their own business. There may 
have been some members who would offer the counsel that discretion would be the better 
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part of valor. Why stir up trouble in the community? The devi I has sought to disuade us 
also in a similar manner. We dare not open our minds to his evi I suggestions. Christ 
Himself opened the door for the Gospel. He makes i t clear that if the Christians would 
JOldly march through it under His banner, some of those to be converted would be the 
Jewish people. The Jewish converts to Christ are here portrayed as captives on the 
battlefield. What tremendous trophies of God's grace! 
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Q. "Can you please explain Proverbs 23:7. It states, 'As a man thinketh in his heart, 
so is he?' Does this mean I can decide what kind of a person I am just by believing I 
am that kind of person?" 
A. There are some excel lent psychological principles to be found here. The Bible refers 
to the human heart in two ways. First of al I it is considered as the physical organ 
through which blood is pumped and recirculated. Whenever it refers to the heart in a 
mental function, it has to do with those deeply held values or beliefs which are part of 
our emotional personality. The individual who has committed himself to Christ is vitally 
involved in serving the Lord in every way possible. In this passage there is a negative 
aspect brought in. We should be careful of those whose thoughts and purposes have not 
been centered on the Saviour. Listening to them could do us harm. Remember that we are 
exhorted in Scripture to love the Lord our God with al I our heart. We dare not take 
this first and great commandrrent lightly. 
Quite often as we work with individuals we find the reason they behave in certain ways is 
due to the thought patterns they have established. It matters a great deal what one 
thinks. This is the basis of what we do. As an example, someone who thinks he wi I I 
fai I generally does. Thoughts can affect every area of our lives. Much of the depress-
ion we see today is caused by improper thought patterns. 
Scripture has much to say about our thoughts and imaginations. In the dawn of early 
history the Lord saw that the wickedness of man was great on the earth and that every 
imagination and intention of al I human thinking was only evi I continually (Genesis 6:5). 
One of the most beautiful promises of Scripture guarantees that God wl I I keep us in 
perfect peace if our minds are focused on Him (Isaiah 26:3). One of the strongest 
passages in the New Testament on this tel Is us specifically the areas on which we can 
confidently let our minds dwel I. Phi I ippians 4:6-8 suggests that only in this way can 
we enjoy true peace. 
We want to underscore the fact that without a right committrrent or relationship to Christ, 
there is no proper basis upon which to bui Id a positive I ife. Only in this can we have 
the necessary confidence that we can do "a 11 things th rough Christ." So much . behavi ora I 
change can take place only after a person has accepted Christ as personal Saviour. We 
can never rule out or underestimate the work of the Holy Spirit. 
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Q. "Do you feel that television has an adverse impact upon young people? There seems 
to be a di ve rs i ty of opinion on this point." 
A. · There is no question but that anything presented from a visual standpoint can influ-
ence many. This is why television for children needs to be examined carefully. Our 
young people spend more time watching TV shows than they do in al I their years of educa-
tion through high school. There are clear-cut studies which do show many individuals act 
in a more aggressive and hostile manner after they have viewed such activities on tele-
vision shows. If the program shows someone being punished for aggressive acts people 
are not quite so prone to imitate them. Unfortunately many of the shows today seem to 
stand behind violence with the perpetrator going without any reward for his evi I. This 
is true in motion pictures especially. Seeing so much make-be I ieve violence and murder 
causes an insensitivity to real individuals who are harmed or injured. Even here we see 
unfortunate thought patterns established which can carry throughout a I ifetime. 
Q. "We have a son in high school who always complains about going to church. Should we 
continue to insist that he go, or let him do as he pleases?" 
A. The first question might be, what happens in the church when he does go? Is he 
attending a service where the Word of God is forcefully presented? Does he have the op-
portunity of receiving something that really cha I lenges him? In some churches many of us 
might find it difficult to want to feel involved. Also consider what kind of behavior 
patterns are given as examples to this young man. Have you watched some adults in 
church as they look around, exchange conversation, or even doze off during the message. 
They show no real interest to our youth. Try asking your son to take notes of what he 
hears. This really helps with concentration. After the service, try to react to what 
has been said. Give your children opportunity to say what they think, too. This is the 
way truths can be applied. One problem may be your chi Id is asked to sit with his 
parents, while al I the other young people are with their peers. The basic point is to 
determine where there is this rebel I ion so that help in that particular area can be 
given. 
Without question enthusiastic leadership in the church wi I I make a young person want to 
go there. Certainly we aren't cal led upon to compete with the world in the sense of 
entertainment. That is not our job whatsoever. The message of Christ, however, does 
have what is necessary to draw people of al I ages to the truth. Don't sel I your young 
people short. They have real values and needs to be met. Sometimes even wel I-meaning 
churches and congregations have overlooked some basic needs young people have, fai I ing 
to gear at least a part of their ministry to them. The family should be able to worship 
the Lord together. Sit down with your young person and carefully explain to them the 
reasons why you want them to join in your tel lowship. Give them some encouragement in 
terms of what should be looked for. This should be a family activity. You must make 
certain that in other areas of I ife you maintain a proper relationship with your children. 
Too often there is an unfortunate gap between the parent and the chi Id which carries over 
to a desire to avoid church attendance together. As parents we need to make certain that 
we are really I iving the Christian I ife in everything we do and say. 
Q. "Does the Bible have anything to say about interracial marriage?" 
A. This is a question which any Christian marriage counselor wi I I have asked him many 
tim~s. O~e of the things we try to do is meet with the parents, too, seeking to discover 
their attitudes and concerns. It goes without saying that there have been some tremendous 
social changes in the last few years. Some of them have certainly not been for the good 
from several moral standpoints. As far as specific bib I ical references, we do not find 
any direct Scripture which would forbid such a union. At the same time, we should realize, 
as wel I as make our children cognizant of the fact that there are many problems causing a 
great deal of anguish, tension and heartache should a couple from different racial back-
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grounds decide to marry. They need to examine !heir own personalities to.de!ermine if 
they could withstand these extremely strong social pressures. From a Chr1st1an stand-
point, those involved wi I I need prayerfully to consider God's wi I I for not only their 
I ives, but also the I ives of any possible offspring. Do the two involved really have a 
vnl id reason or strong enough and lasting love? Can they fully relate to one another, 
supporting their faith in the knowledge of truth of God's Word? As a counsellor, we share 
with them some of the frank case histories which have been kept on the problems of mixed 
marriages. They most definitely should be brought to a total awareness of al I that is 
involved in their planning. The greatest danger wi I I come to those young people who may 
be seeking to marry just to rebel against some social mores with which they may disagree. 
That is a very untenable foundation on which to bui Id any lasting happiness. 
We wi I I often ask the couple if they know of any other mixed marriages which are working 
successfully after a reasonable length of time. Again, our desire is to point out some 
of the problems which must be confronted, and how many times, because of family back-
grounds, and so forth, many people are just not emotionally equipped to carry through 
with a permanent relationship. One has to consider not only himself when he gets married 
but also what might wel I happen to his children. If you are a parent with a chi Id ' 
thinking about such a union, or one who is contemplating being married to someone of 
another race. seek sound spiritual and biblical counsel ling from a qualified Christian 
leader. Remember, when it comes to what should be a I ife-long contract, consider al I of 
the areas of potential differences. This includes varied socio-economic backgrounds, 
churches in which the style of worship may be foreign, even food I ikes and dis I ikes can 
create untold future problems. Of course, it goes without saying that regardless of 
color no Christian should marry someone who has never received Jesus Christ as Saviour. 
On this point we do have definite teaching and prohibition in Scripture. 
Q. "I thought chi Id ren needed disc i p I in i ng to teach them to resist the dev i I. Most 
people speaking on di sci pl ining never say anything about satan. Could you please comment 
on this?" 
A. Discussions on satanism certainly seem to be on the increase. Remember that children 
are very impressionable. The best emphasis is always on the positive. Teach the chi Id 
to be self-control led seeking to serve God. In this way there wi 11 be a natl!ral resis-
tance of the devi I. Many parents make the mistake of talking about satan to frighten 
children. Fears develop early which don't need to be there. 
·While the Bible teaches that there certainly are demons, yet no Christian can be poss-
essed by them since the Holy Spirit dwel Is within. It is a sad thing to see how many 
are now trying to benefit from a commercialization of al I aspects of the unknown and 
occult. Advertisements can now be found where offers are made to cast out demons from 
people. Teaching only the negative side can damage children, as wel I as adults, if they 
become overly concerned with someone who is described as evi I out to do them harm. It 
can be dangerous to stress an unhealthy balance of sin in an individual without a proper 
balance concerning the forgiveness of God. The old adage is correct, "Where knowledge 
of sin is great the knowledge of forgiveness must be even greater." Never underevaluate 
the power and strength we have as believers through Christ. We need not be under the 
power of satan. It is unfortunate that some of our churches are actually spending more 
time talking about the power of satan, failing to point out the power there is avai I able 
to overcome his work. Emphasizing more the person and work of the Saviour, as wel I as 
the ministry of the Holy Spirit, would give people more confidence in the actual spir-
itual battle in which they are engaged. 
What has now become a comedy phrase, "The de vi I made me do it," can sometimes be a weak 
way of a person's trying to escape his own basic responsibility. Often, it is because 
of our own sin and wi I lful disregard of God's truth that we do things we know we shouldn't. 
We shou Id be very carefu I as parents with what we a I I ow to inf I uence our chi I dren. It 
is sad to see fami I ies going to see films where the young as wel I as the old can be 
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exposed to teaching and scenes that wi I I make an imprint upon minds in~el ibly for the 
rest of their I ives. This is the danger with such films as "The Exorcist". We have 
enough research avai I able right now to assure us that what a chi Id watches has a tremen-
dous influence on him. This is why proper television habits should be carefully governed. 
Sometimes I ife-long phobias are caused by unusual circumstances or conditions that are 
developed early in I ife. Remember, fears are often learned. A chi Id doesn't come into 
the world fearing a snake, for instance. Adults are far more afraid of such a reptile. 
A youngster has no concept of any danger. Since children do generalize their fears, ex-
posing them to spiritual fears can have a very detrimental effect. This doesn't mean 
that we are to bui Id walls around our offspring, seeking to protect them from al I exper-
iences. Yet, we must be certain to provide them some sol id teaching on the realities 
they wi I I experience. We must certainly avoid that which is dangerous, approaching I ife 
in a very mature manner, seeking always to use the Word of God as our guide. 
Remember, satan is already a defeated foe. His fate was definitely sealed when Christ 
gave His life for us on the cross of Calvary. When the Saviour returns the devi I wi I I be 
bound, later to be judged and thrown into hel I forever. We should not isolate our 
children, but rather insulate them through the power of God's Holy Spirit. 
Q. "Is there really a distinction between deliberate sin and original sin as some teach?" 
A. It would be best to refer to deliberate sins (plural) and original sin (singular). 
Original sin means that sinful nature which we inherit from Adam (Romans 5:12). Our 
first human parent was only able to pass on what he had in his own spiritual life which 
was original sin. It is in this state into which we have al I been born. Deliberate 
sin means your wi I I was exercised in the matter. From this standpoint we were not 
involved in Adam's sins. By faith we become sons and daughters of the I iving God. We 
are made children in His family, having heaven as our home. Look at such verses as 
Numbers 15:30. Here we see Israel's warnings against every form of sin, both those of 
omission as wel I as those of commission. Presumptuously here means wi I lful ly. David 
sinned this way as we see in reading that message of penitence in Psalm 51. Read also 
such passages as Hebrews 10:26. 
Q. "Why was it that Nicodemus came to Jesus at night?" 
A. Scripture doesn't specifically tel I us. For this reason, any answer would have to 
be supposition. Perhaps he was afraid of the ruling Jewish hierarchy, of which he 
himself was a member. He may not have wanted to be numbered among the fol lowers of the 
Lord. Of course, later on he declared himself pub I icly since he cal led for the body of 
Jesus from the cross. He may have come in the evening knowing that the Saviour might 
not have been so busy, with so many around Him. Since we believe Nicodemus was a saved 
individual, when we get to glory, we can ask him directly. 
Q. "In Genesis the re a re two Enochs mentioned. One was a descendant of Cain (Genesis 
4: 17) and the other of Seth. Why do both men have the same name?" 
For the same reason that today people have the same name. It was from this first Enoch 
that al I city I ife began. Strangely enough man has perverted that whole idea ever since. 
God is preparing a city which hath foundations. He is the Bui Ider, Maker and Architect. 
In the next chapter we read of the other Enoch (5:18). What a beautiful tribute to his 
spiritual depth as we read, "And Enoch walked with God." How wonderful to be a part of 
the I ine from which the Saviour of al I mankind would come. 
Q. "What does it mean to 'watch and pray'?" 
A. We find this exhortation in Matthew 26:41 where our Lord was in the Garden of Geth-
semane. This clearly means, not that we are to go without physical rest, but that we are 
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to watch expectantly for the Lord to come. If we keep our eyes on Him we wi I I not likely 
fal I into temptation. Let us be constantly alert to the wiles of the devi I, watching 
out because he wi I I come as an angel of I ight, even though he is actually a roaring lion. 
Q. "How was it possible for Peter, James and John to recognize Moses and Elijah on the 
Mount of Transfiguration? It seemed their main concern was to bui Id each of them a 
tabe rnac I e." 
A. Doubtless the three disciples were excited beyond words. As to recognrzrng the Old 
Testarr~nt personalities, it could have happened in a number of ways. Although not 
specifically recorded in the text, they might have been introduced to them. The Lord 
might have done it, or Moses and Elijah could have done it themselves. This is certainly 
not to overrule the very strong possibility of divine i I lumination. The very appearance 
of the two must have presented an unusually striking picture, too. They were definitely 
set apart from ordinary human beings. No wonder Peter exclaimed, "Lord, it's good for 
us to be up here. Let's bui Id three tabernacles: one for Moses, one for Elijah, and 
one for You." <There is an implication at least that Peter, James and John might be the 
caretakers for those tabernacles.) Our Lord reminded them gently that a mountain peak 
spiritual experience inevitably must resolve into a valley of activity and service. Now, 
as to recognition in heaven, if you can't find Moses and Elijah just ask around. There 
wi I I be plenty of people who know them. What a thri I ling privilege wi I I be ours when 
we get to g I o ry ! 
Q. "In the book of Revelation we read of the twelve tribes of Israel. Where are the 
so-ca 11 ed ten ' I ost' tribes today?" 
A. It is wel I that you use the words "so-cal led." None of the tribes are lost to God. 
In Revelation 7:4 we learn of the 144,000 sealed out of the twelve tribes of the children 
of Israel. Today we cannot tel I the difference in the Hebrew people as to their tribal 
ancestry. The fact is, no one knows the specific identities. Because of the inter-
mingling of the tribes their original backgrounds and geographical locations have become 
blurred. That doesn't mean they are no longer in existence. God says, "I wi 11 make a 
fu 11 end of a II nations whither I have scattered you, yet w i II I not make a fu II end of 
thee (Jeremiah 30: I I). There is a coming day of promise when the distinctions wi I I again 
be noted (Ezekiel 37:22). It is bib I ical ly incorrect to talk about "Ten Lost tribes" or 
even twelve lost tribes. God knows where they are and wi I I bring them back in His own 
time and choosing. Amos says, "Though I sift you as grain is sifted in a sieve; never-
therless, not one kernel wi I I fal I to the ground without the knowledge of the Lord your 
God." The most erroneous teaching comes from those who think England and the United 
States are Ephraim and Manasseh. Nothing could be further from the truth! Judah and 
Israel are the same as they were in the land. Thank God someday they wi I I be reunited 
in their I and. 
Q. "I would like to know what your definition of a Jew is. Also, two of the twelve 
tribes mentioned in Revelation 7 are actually children of Joseph. Where are the other 
two tribes of Israel that are omitted with these two others put in their places?" 
A. Properly speaking, a Jew is a descendant of Abraham, through Judah. In fact, the 
word "Jew" in the original is a shortened version of this one of Jacob's sons. Israel 
is the name God gave Jacob after his experience in Mesopotamia. For this reason, al I 
the twelve tribes, Jacob's sons, are Israelites. Hebrew is the name that was first given 
to Abraham in the book of Genesis. He was an immigrant who was cal led of God into the 
Holy Land. The New Testament indicates no distinction between the terms Jew, Israelite 
and Hebrew. Al I are used of Paul concerning himself (Acts 21:39; Romans 11:1; Philippians 
3:5). 
Concerning the 12 sealed tribes consisting of 144,000 evangelists we find that Dan is 
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is evidently dropped. We can only speculate as to why this may have been. Of course, 
it is a fact of history, recorded at the end of the book of Judges, that the tribe of 
Dan went first as a group of people into idolatry. This is the reason usually given for 
the deletion in Revelation 7. Keep in mind, however, that in the last chapters of 
Ezekiel, when the land is divided for mi I lennial use and settlement, the tribe of Dan 
does get its portion. 
Q. "I have heard that there are 333 prophecies concerning the coming and crucifixion of 
our Lord. The further calculation indicates that the fraction of probabi I ity that al I 
these prophecies could possibly by fulfi I led would be expressed as one chance in 89 
fol lowed by 97 zeros. Do you think this is true?" 
A. We haven't heard these specific figures but they certainly could be accurate. There 
isn't a one of the prophecies concerning Christ's first coming that wasn't fulfi I led 
with one hundred percent accuracy. That even one or two such predictions could be 
brought to realization is far more than mere chance. It is also interesting to note 
that there is about as much, or even more, space given in the Old and New Testaments 
concerning the second coming of the Lord as there is relating to His first earthly 
appearance. This is why we have every reason to believe that the prophecies concerning 
His return wi I I I ikewise be fulfi I led absolutely to the letter, even as were the pro-
phecies concerning His first advent. 
Q. "When Paul wrote his first epistle to the church at Corinth, he talked about the 
problems they were having. In the I Ith chapter he focuses primarily on the abuses sur-
rounding observation of the Lord's Supper. Somebody told me that this particular passage 
speaks of the manner of eating and drinking, and not about the actual individual who is 
involved. How does one interpret this section?" 
A The Lord wants us to come to Him by faith, remembering with a cleansed heart His 
death and supreme love for each of us. Here we have the loving command of our Saviour 
which is just as definite in the Bible as what we are told about baptism, and the 
assembling of ourselves together. If we love Christ, and are devoted to Him, we should 
look forward to the important commemoration of this event. If we waited of ourselves 
unti I we were worthy, no one would ever be able, of himself to participate. How could 
we ever merit the privilege, honor and blessing of remembering our Lord in the central 
fact of redemptive history? As sinners we know we are unworthy. This is why we are to 
judge ourse Ives ( I I: 27 ,28). Recognize how far short we fa I I. Then, having con fessed 
our sins and shortcomings we come to Him by faith. We come seriously, meditatively, 
sorrowfully, joyfully and triumphantly recognizing the issues involved and that we are 
to honor Christ. In this way we partake in a worthy manner. 
Q. "In recent years there's been a great deal of discussion over whether or not a 
Christian ought to be submissive to those in authority over him, particularly when the 
ruling individuals may not be believers. They may even enact laws which are oppressive 
against Christians. How far do we go in obeying our government? How about those under 
Communist ru I e?" 
A. Wickedness in governmental high places is what gets into the headlines in our papers, 
and top spot on the nightly television news. Don't overlook the many government officials 
on every level who are honest and upright. They are seeking to do the very best they can 
in an honest manner of jurisdiction. Romans 13:1 reminds us, "Let every soul be subject 
to the higher powers. For there is no power but of God; the powers that be are ordained 
of God." In the ninth chapter of Genesis we find the institution of human government. 
This passage teaches us the basic premise, "Whoso sheddeth a man's b I ood, by man sha II 
his blood be shed." This doesn't refer just to redeemed people in the human government. 
After al I, "the highest function of government is the protection of. human I ife, out of 
which arises the responsibi I ity of capital punishment and al I that 1s related to that 
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great fact." During His earthly ministry, our Lord I ived under the reign of Nero who 
was probably the wickedest Roman emperor in history. Yet Christ said, "Render unto 
Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and unto God the things that are God's." And our 
Lord never preached or taught insurrection against the established government under 
which the people were I iving at that particular time. Of course, if the human govern-
ment asks us to do something immoral or sinful, we must obey God rather than man. As 
Christians we have a responsibility to protect our nation, even with our lives, in 
order so that we may remain free insofar as is humanly possible. Thank God, in America 
there is sti I I an opportunity, when we see wickedness in high governmental places, to 
use the ballot box as our form of protest, trying to correct the situation in the proper 
manner. We should also underscore the fact that is seems to be easy for some today to 
think that every desire they have somehow or other is ordained of God. This therefore 
gives them the I iberty to violate the laws of the land. We must be very careful to be 
really good citizens, law abiding individuals, despite requirements which we may feel 
are oppressive. 
Q. "In Leviticus 22: 14, what is the phrase 'holy thing' referring to?" 
A. Here, God through Moses is speaking of priests and their ministry. The holy thing 
is the sacrifice which the priest made, of which he was also to partake. It would 
probably mean the peace offering because the one who offered it got some, the Lord 
received a portion of it, and then the priest himself also partook. The holy thing was 
that which was to be eaten. Verse four shows this. 
Q. "In Hebrews 2:3 we read the question, 'How shal I we escape, if we neglect so great 
salvation, which at first began to be spoken by the Lord, and was confirmed unto us by 
them that heard h Im.' Is this to be app Ii ed to the saved or to the unsaved?" 
A. This is a very definite warning to the unsaved. Remember, the/epistl~ to the 
Hebrews is to Jewish people. They certainly had believing ones among their number as 
we I I as the majority of unbe Ii evi ng. There we re those who we re just i nte I I ectua 11 y 
convinced. To turn back would place them strictly in danger of that awful condition of 
apostasy. Those who have never received Christ should realize the danger of putting 
off I ife's most important decision. There is a great invitation hymn, "Almost Persuaded," 
but lost! 
Q. "PI ease exp I a in the events taking p I ace in the Mi dd I e East today in the Ii ght of 
prophecy." 
A. This would require far more space than these I imited pages! Certainly, the first 
impact in the I ight of prophecy was the return of the Jewish people to their land with 
the nation officially born in 1948. There was always a remnant in the land, but 26 
years ago it was again a world force. This is one of the great signs of the coming of 
the Lord, the Messiah. While the Hebrew people, according to Old Testament prophets, 
were to be dispersed throughout al I the world, yet at the end of the age there is the 
definite promise that they wi I I be brought back again to the land. It's interesting 
how so many Jews have a heart-longing to get back to the land. They have come from 
Russia, Europe, South America, the United States, the Orient, and every other place 
imaginable. It must only be the grace of God that keeps these people from being at 
each other's throats since they come from so many different ideologies and social stratas. 
There is the overpowering, burning desire in the hearts of Jews around the world to get 
back home, to the land God promised to Abraham and to his seed forever. 
Another sign referred to in Matthew 24:15-22 is the indication that the people wi I I go 
back to a period of great persecution and suffering. The antichrist, "the abomination 
of desolation," wi 11 unleash his merciless pressure against them. We are seeing what 
is probably just a prelude to the persecution which wi I I culminate when the man of sin, 
the son of perdition, actually appears on the scene. The Jewish people wi I I continue 
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in trouble unti I the Lord comes in His mi I lennial reign to straighten things out. Right 
now we have the descendants of Ishmael against the descendants of Isaac. They are sti I I 
fighting today as they were when their mothers were at odds. This wi I I continue unti I 
Messiah returns. 
It is also interesting to note the tremendous alignment of nations. Russia is backing 
Egypt and the Arab nations, supplying forces to batter and fight Israe l. Whoever thought, 
say forty years ago, that Russia would have to be taken into account at every single 
step of the way. Yet her dominance in the Middle East in unmistakable through naval and 
mi I itary might. Actually, when one gets right down to it, the events taking place in 
the Middle East are al I in general and many specific fashion indicative of that which is 
spoken of in the Word of God. 
Q. "In Revelation 2:5 it speaks of removing the lampstand. Is there a significance 
beyond just the reference to the particular church? Could it mean removal of a Chris-
ti an' s joy or use f u I ness i f somehow they fa i I to I i ve up to what God expects of them?" 
A. The word "lampstand" was originally translated in the King James version as a 
"candlestick". The seven stars are the ministers of the seven churches. In Revelation 
2:5, the Lord is speaking to the church at Ephesus. If repentance wasn't forthcoming 
the church would be brought to nothing. This doesn't refer to a Christian's joy or 
usefulness individually. The passage refers to the church as a whole. Perhaps the 
highest church truth presented in al I of the New Testament is found in Paul's letter to 
the Ephesians. Written about 63 or 64 A.D., the church at Ephesus must have been a 
thri 11 ingly spiritual experience to behold. It had received marvelous spiritual truth. 
Yet 30 years later there had grown a spiritual coldness among the congregation. The 
people had lost their first love for Christ. Apparently the people at Ephesus did not 
heed the warning. Today, of course, the church, as wel I as the city, is in complete 
ruins. The lampstand was removed. 
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